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Most underrated 3ds games reddit

So people always talk about the favorite 3ds bet on this subreddit, but lets give some love to silver medals. Games that are not perfect, but which you really like and deserve more love. Ill start withCode Name S.T.E.A.M: In this game there is a point where you as Abraham Lincoln in an Abraham Lincoln
shaped Mech Get in a fist fight with a Lovecraftian Alien that the whole world freezes over. I could take about good map designs, creative, fun and varied playable characters and the beautiful and unique comic style Aesthetic, but I think ive said everything I need to play. Pro ace Layton VS Phoenix
Wright: I've already talked about this game on this subreddit, but suffice it's an extremely fun crossover that brings the best of both series into one game and goes along like a sharp sandwich. Yoshis New Island: See imma level with you this game is good and charming and has a lovely art style, but if you
really want a Yoshis Island game, Yoshis island Ds is not only better than that, but the IMO better than the original Yoshis Island and my favorite platformer ever. But hey look at my username id Recommed a Toaster if it had the word Yoshi Scrawled on it SharpieDragon Quest 7: Honestly this game is a
pretty of the numbers JRPG but Job systems fun (Although it takes like 20 hours to unlock) I like how instead of 1 big story there are a hundred little Vinettes of people with little problem that all hang together at the end and the characters are flesh out and charming. But I put almost 100 hours in it over a
period of about 5 months so it is very possible I only have Stockholm syndromePage 2 290 comments 88 commentsPage 2 88 comments We all know Pokemon, Zelda, Animal Crossing, Mario, etc, but what about lesser-known titles like Little Battlers Experience, Fossil Fighters, Ever Oasis, etc? Just
looking for a few more recommendationsPage 2 93 comments
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